Jess
World

Help us find Jess!

We all love you. Always and forever.

Ella
Donna
Bob Jean
Natalia
Sarai
Ruby
Samantha
Kaitlyn
Kara
Patricia

See you soon. Always in our hearts.
GREN-FELL
but we're still standing
TOGETHER
please don't touch

Kids on the Green
FAMILY FUN
FREE ARTS & DRINKS
FREE GAMES
FREE FOOD
Thinking of everyone wherever they are we pray for our sorrows to the end. Memories we cherish and our wounds will heal, with scars in our lives can never be forgotten. The victims laid rest will find only peace, and families and friends will grant their blessing, our world's been torn apart but we all share the same earth, water and one sky. A light opens the door as we enter a world of paradise. The victims of Grenfell will grant their peace.
KIDS ON THE GREEN
A sick girl